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1. Introduction 

 

The purpose of this document is to implement the FDR function. 

The FDR function enables you to restore automatically a configuration in the drive. 

The first use is the possibility to change a faulty device by a new one quickly. 

If the configuration of the drive was saved correctly in the master PLC, it will be restored in 
the new one just by entering the same device name. 

According to the device name, the drive receives from the DHCP server an IP address and a 
FDR file. 

The FDR file contains the drive configuration and also Ethernet parameters (IO scanner…). 

 

 

 If the PLC master is a M340, the FDR function is compatible only with 
daisy chain card (VW3 A3 310d V3.0IE06). 

 The FDR function can be used only if the reference of the new product is 
the same as the faulty product. 

 The version of the new product can be higher or equal to the faulty 
product. 

 



 

 
 

With the card VW3 A3 310d, 
the dual port can be used as 
Ethernet switch. 

2. Network architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3. Procedure 

To make the FDR system operational, you will follow the steps below: 

1. Configure the FDR server, 

2. Configure the drive, 

3. Turn off the drive, 

4. Connect the drive to the network. 

 

 

During the configuration period, don’t connect the drive to the network. 

 



 

 
 

3.1. Configuring the PLC master (DHCP server) 

 

In this part, we will describe only the configuration of the DHCP server on the 
M340 PLC. 

 

1. Display the configuration of your Ethernet network. 

 

2. Activate the address server. 

 

 



 

 
 

 

3. Configure the DHCP server. 

 

Description of the columns from left to right with the example of the first line: 

Column name Description 

Nom (Name) Device name of the drive 

Adresse IP (IP address) IP address allocated to the drive named ATV61 (first line) 

Masque réseau (Mask) Mask allocated to the drive named ATV61 

 

 

For more details, see the PLC manual. 

 



 

 
 

3.2. Configuring the card 

3.2.1. Introduction 

You need to follow the mechanism described below in red. 

 

The FDR function can be used only in DHCP mode. This mode allows you to allocate an IP 
address automatically according to the device name of the drive and the IP table of the PLC. 

3.2.2. Setting the parameters 

Parameters described below are available in the [1.9 COMMUNICATION] menu > 
[ETHERNET] submenu: 

1. [FDR validation] = YES 

 



 

 
 

 

2. [FDR local conf.] = ON 

a.  [FDR local conf.] must be configured to YES because the FDR server has no 
FDR file. In this configuration, the FDR server will restore only: 

 Card IP address, 

 Subnet mask, 

 Gateway IP address. 

b. [FDR local conf.] must be set to YES to avoid [EPF2] fault because the FDR 
server has no FDR file. 

 

In the keypad, the label of this parameter is [Ethernet local conf.] instead of [FDR 
local conf.]. 

3.  [IP card] and [IP Mask] must be set to 0.0.0.0 

If the IP of the card is configured to a value different from 0.0.0.0, dynamic addressing by 
BOOTP or DHCP is disabled. 

 

4. [IP FDR] 

[IP FDR] is automatically configured when the drive receives the configuration from the PLC. 

5. [IP Master] 

If you want to authorize only one master to write CMD word, you need to configure [IP 
Master]. 



 

 
 

 

6. [DEVICE NAME] 

Define the device name of the drive: on ATV61/71, letters and numbers can be used to 
perform this action. 

 

The FDR function is based on the device name of the device, it must be unique. 

 

This parameter is available in the following menus: 

 Either in the [ETHERNET] menu > (Pan-) [DEVICE NAME] parameter. 

 

 Or in the [7.1 USER PARAMETERS] menu (accessible only in Expert mode). 

 

 

In the example of the next pages, [DEVICE NAME] configured is ATV61. 



 

 
 

3.3. Connecting the drive 

1. Switch OFF the drive. 

2. Connect the Ethernet cable. 

3. Switch ON the drive to apply modifications. 

Result: The drive receives an IP address. 

3.4. Setting up and saving drive parameters and 
application functions needed 

3.4.1. Configuring the drive 

Now, you can configure the drive according to your need: modify drive parameters, Ethernet 
IO scanner and configuration of functions. 

3.4.2. Saving the configuration 

1. Set the [FDR local conf.] parameter to OFF. 

 

 

In the keypad, the label of this parameter is [Ethernet local conf.] instead of [FDR 
local conf.]. 

 



 

 
 

 

2. Save the configuration: 

 Either via the graphic keypad by: 

a. Setting [FDR Action] to SAVE. 

 

b. Switching [FDR state] to SET during the saving operation of the current 
configuration, and then to OPE. 

 

 Or via the web server (the default password is USER). 

 

 



 

 
 

3.4.3. Checking the FDR file is OK 

In order to check that the FDR file is OK, you can modify a parameter and switch off / switch 
on the drive. 

Result: The drive will first restore its IP address (check if STS LED 2.3 flashes 5 times), and 
next recover the FDR file. 

 

 

If the FDR file is bad, the drive will trip in [EPF2] fault: in this case, restart the 
procedure. 

 

 

When the FDR procedure is correctly finished, if the drive configuration is 
different from the initial configuration saved on the FDR server, then the 
configuration will be restored at each power on. 

Finally, a restore operation can be also done manually by keypad or web server. 

 



 

 
 

3.4.4. Checking the FDR file is present on the FDR server 

 

In order to check that the FDR file is present on the FDR server, it is necessary 
to access directly the FDR server of the master (M340 in our example). 

1. Enter the FTP address: 
ftp://[IP address of the master]/[directory of the file] 

These data can be found on the FDR AGENT web page. 

 

In our example, the FTP address is: ftp://[IP address of the master]/RAM1/FDRS 

2. Check the following points: 

 If the file is present on the FTP server of the master, 

 If the size of the file is not null. 

 

In our example, 139.160.68.101 is the IP address of the master and RAM1/FDRS is the 
directory of the FDR file. 

3. Enter the login and the password for the FTP server: 

 fdrusers as login, 

 sresurdf as password. 



 

 
 

 

4. Double-click on a file to open it with Internet Explorer and check the following 
points: 

 The version of the product, 

 The reference of the product, 

 The checksum. 

 

The rest of the file is encrypted. 

 

 

You can compare the checksum given in this file with the information given in the 
FDR AGENT web page. 

Result: If one of these data is different from the information read on the web page, it means 
that the FRD file is not OK. In this case, a new file must be created. 
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